
CLASS 1 - Mrs Chilton 

Happy birthday to Charlie! 

Our VIP is Noah. 

Our Star of the week is Aydin 

Our Reading Champions on Epic - top 5 Aydin read for 235 minutes, Luke 214, over 
100 minutes Miley, Vanesa and Ollie. 

Read beautifully to me on videos or voice recordings Jenson, Noah and Vanessa. 
Other reading champions are Charlie, Elliott, Gracie, Izzie, Regan and Wayde. 

Fantastic quality writing from Jenson and Elliott. 

Maths Brooke, Aydin, Charlie, Jamie, Kalob and Noah. 

IDL English Champions with 70 sessions each Miley and Jamie. IDL Maths          
Champions Aydin with 235 sessions and with over 100 sessions Vanesa, Ollie, 

Jamie and Jenson. 

Home Learning Heroes Aydin, Brooke, Charlie, Darcey, Elliott, Evie, Gracie, Izzie, 
Jamie, Jenson, Kalob, Luke, Miley, Noah, Ollie, Vanesa, Wayde. 

CLASS 2 - Mrs McAllister 

VIP is Connor V for trying his best with his TT Rockstars each 
week. 

Reading Champions are Taylor and Riley for sending me reading 
videos every week. 

Home Learning Champion—Kai for having a go at all of the      
challenges I set him, especially the PE ones which make me laugh. 

Catelynn for ensuring she completes her IDL every single day. 
Sienna for working her way through all of her online learning and 

persevering even when she finds things difficult. 

Special Shout out to Keelan who is starting to do some IDL and   
TT Rockstars for me –keep up the good work! Also to Claire for all 
of the ways she showed me she could be kind for Mental Health 

Week. 

CLASS 3 - Mr Ritson 

TT VIP is Layton for completing 300 sessions. 

Star of the week is Kaylee H, beautiful description of Ivan’s Land              
in the Ice Palace. 

Reading Champions are Kyeron for reading everyday.   Oliver G for    
reading a beautiful poem and talking about metaphor. 

Online Heroes are Alethea, Brandon S, Patrick, Jenson M, Blake, Jakub, 
Kayden, Elliott and Lily. Working hard to catch up is Macie and Jakub 

made a rainbow using tissue and ink which was incredible. 

Elliott D made a toilet roll flip challenge video which he edited with text 
and put music on. Looks like a professional You Tube video—Awesome! 

Plus, Oliver G made paper plate artwork and baked lots of cupcakes 
from scratch. 

CLASS 5 - Mr Hope 

Our VIP is McKenzie for working very hard now 
that he has access. 

Reading Champions are Amelia and Penny for 
remembering to send in reading videos. 

Online Learning - Penny, Hana and Astan for maths.      
Sophia for her wonderful story. Penny for great history 

work and Ava for her science. Fantastic baking with lots of 
photos from Harley, Lexi, Penny, Ava and Sophia. Mischa 
for all round hard work  and Harley for making a fantastic 

super hero video! 

CLASS 4 - Miss Bowman 

VIP is Lily for 94% accuracy on her TT Rockstars! 

Our Reading champion is Jayden for sending a reading video everyday. 

Marley having a go with his PE challenges.  

Lily for excellent diary entry, she’s tried really hard and the effort is   
paying off. She also read it aloud brilliantly. 

Connor keeping up with his Maths and English IDL. Harley made a good 
start catching up, keep it up. 

CLASS 6 - Miss Lancaster and Mrs McGlasson 

Our Reading Champions this week, completing all of their IDL and      
Readings the correct allocated time goes to Zara, Tilly, Mason, Keon, 

Regan and Daniel. 

The following children mostly the same have completed the   allocated 
time for TT Rockstars and Maths IDL and Big Maths are Regan, Tilly,     

Daniel, Sammie Jo, Liam. 

Thank you to the following children who have posted mouth-watering 
cakes making us all hungry all week—Keon, Chloe, Noah, Sarah, Kailen, 

Mason, Sam and Tilly. 

Maths lesson shout outs to Sarah K and Aiden. History: Keon and Zara. 
Science: Noah and Sam. 

 
Thank you for everyone who has shared their well-being Wednesday 

ideas I hope you enjoyed your day. 
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Mrs Anderson 

English/Spelling – for completing all IDL sessions are Noah,                  
Miley and Jamie. 

Great work on Ice Palace and Seesaw activities - Aydin, Charlie, Kalob, 
Noah, Jamie (and well done to Charlie for catching up with all a full 

weeks work this week after his birthday celebrations) 

For spelling and reading comprehension on Reading Eggspress - Noah, 
Kalob, Charlie and Miley. 

 

Special well done to Aydin for scoring 100% on our online spelling test 
last Friday - 1 point to yellow house on our return. 

Maths - for all IDL numeracy sessions Jenson, Luke, Ollie. For all 
work this week on area - Jenson. For problems of the day - Luke, 

Darcey, Elliot and Jenson. 

VIP Elliot 

Ms Baker 

VIP is Claire for completing 35/20 sessions with 
97% accuracy. 

Maths shout out to Freddie for starting to catch 
up with his Seesaw and IDL Maths work, keep it 

up! 

Online Heroes Claire and Maisie for completing their 
work Reading Eggs spelling and reading                    

comprehension work on Seesaw and IDL. Alyssia for 
starting to catch up with her IDL Maths and English, 

keep it up! 

Mrs Hunton 

Shout out to Brandon for his super secret mission 
video doing the washing up. 

Well done to Alethea for catching up in English. 
 

Brilliant work on money from Brandon, Patrick,     
Jenson G, Oliver and Layton 

Miss Hampson 

Fantastic four! 

I am finding it hard to choose as they are all 
working really well and trying their best. I am 

very pleased with the effort put in. 

VIP is Brandon. 

Reading Champion is Tyler (Bu). 

Very impressed with Marley who spent Wellbeing 
Wednesday catching up and still managed to go for a walk 

in the rain! Braver person than me! 

Miss Herbert 

Maths shout out is Francesca for catching up 
with her maths activities on Seesaw and doing 

really well with them. 

English shout out is Calem H because he has 
wrote a great first opening for his Rose Blanche 

story. 

Shout out to Harrison B for doing lots of          
excellent work. Well done! 

 

 

WELL DONE TO ALL! 


